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Sell, convert &
support on chat
Merge all your customer's favourite chat apps 
into a single, easy-to-use platform



SleekFlow powers the future of e-commerce, featuring an omnichannel social commerce 
platform that enables full conversational journeys across WhatsApp Business API, Facebook, 
Instagram, SMS, live chat on websites, and popular social and messaging applications.

We use smart routing rules to streamline sales and customer support workflows. Our 
customer engagement solution allows businesses to blast out targeted marketing messages 
for enhanced sales performance. Conversions through conversations have never been easier.

Revolutionize how businesses sell on socials
About us

Conversations are not centralized on a 
platform, so agents are slow to get to 
customers

Omnichannel team inbox enables 
agents to respond faster

Multiple/scattered 
channels

Businesses have to check on their CRM 
or backend systems manually for client 
details

Sync client information automatically 
from CRM/ e-commerce systems

Lack of visibility to client 
information when chatting 
on social messaging 
platforms

Businesses cannot segment clients 
based on their membership tier or past 
buying history

SleekFlow’s broadcast feature with 
segmentation and personalization

Unable to send promotions 
to targeted groups on 
social platforms

Sales associates are unable to 
convert in chat, and businesses 
cannot track team performance

Pay-in-chat features with 
performance analytics for one-click 
checkout

Long sales cycle 
from chat to shop



Streamline your omnichannel workflow

INBOX

Combine all your messaging channels into one & work 
together efficiently

Collaborate on 
key conversations 

PAYMENT LINK

Provide a frictionless buying experience and get 
paid instantly

Chat-enabled payment

CAMPAIGN

Automatically segment, filter, and label clients to send 
targeted campaigns

Personalize your broadcasts

AUTOMATION

Set automated rules to send engaging messages, 
assign conversations, and develop chatbots that suits 
you the best

Auto-assignment 
and auto-reply

Jennifer Thomas +1

Happy Holidays! 🎉
Channels

WeChat Official

HK Official

8:41 AM

Demo Booking
Good day! i’d like to book a demo...

Labeled Demo by a rule

9:00 AM

Promotion Inquiry
Hi there! i’d like to ask if there’s a discount...

Sending greeting message by a rule

Lorem ipsum

Features



Before using SleekFlow, each colleague was responsible for one messaging platform. It was 
not centralized. After using SleekFlow, messages from all channels are merged to one platform. 
As sales associates bond with customers, they can add the customer’s product of interest to 
the cart, draft an order on SleekFlow, and close the deal with a one-click checkout link.

All channels are merged to one platform
Case

SleekFlow Technologies Inc
hi@sleekflow.io

HEAD OF RETENTION & CV, 
NUTRITION KITCHEN

Wifred Belsey

SleekFlow has created a new 
omnichannel approach for us to 
conduct marketing and broadcasting 
effectively. It is one of the best 
choices for any direct-to-consumer 
business or anyone needing regular 
communication with customers.

Top sales 
accelerator software

Trusted by enterprises

AVP MARKETING & CORPORATE 
COMMUNICATIONS, PSB ACADEMY

Jovan Lin

All-in-one 
marketing platform

SleekFlow is suitable for any industry 
that requires customer service. The 
potential is pretty limitless with the 
integration of multiple CRMs.
 

Best CRM for 
FMCG industry

SleekFlow has helped us reach out to 
more customers on their preferred 
channel and provided a 
comprehensive flow to engage with 
customers through in-depth 
connections.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF 
ZENXIN ORGANIC

Tai Seng Yee


